
A Smoother Landing
Dynamic Risk Management 
for Defined Benefit Schemes



About us

The AllianceBernstein Pension Strategies 

approach places the management of 

your scheme’s assets in the hands of an 

experienced team of investment and actuarial 

professionals, backed up by the resources 

and experience of one of the world’s leading 

research-led multi-asset management 

companies, with over £200 billion of assets 

under management for institutional investors.



Checklist for a smoother landing

AllianceBernstein Pension Strategies is a unique investment approach which 
enables you to be proactive in de-risking your pension scheme as soon as 
opportunities arise, while aligning us with your objectives.  
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Adjusts your assets as market risk and return op-
portunities change

Protects your downside and captures opportunities  
to de-risk

Customised Benchmarks your investments against your 
scheme’s liabilities and objectives

Balances your scheme’s risk and return needs

Simple Efficiently allocates between a diversified 
growth fund and a liability-sensitive fund



AllianceBernstein Pension Strategies

Trustees and sponsors can no longer focus solely on maximising returns and meeting 

their liabilities as they fall due. Nowadays, they must also pay due regard to short-

term volatility. Sadly, over the last decade pension schemes have seen their funding 

levels plummet twice as their assets bore the brunt of two bear markets and their 

liabilities rose as expectations for future returns fell and longevity increased. Many 

will regret they were unable to lock in their gains and manage market risk as it 

happened.

The Need to Be More Dynamic
Many schemes have already focused on the need to simultaneously match their 

assets more closely with liabilities and seek more diversified sources of return. But 

the credit crunch highlighted that this is not enough. Schemes with fixed as-

set allocations often failed to respond in a timely fashion to changes in their own 

circumstances and capital market risks. Opportunities to de-risk were missed while 

rapidly changing market risks went unmanaged, leaving many schemes again facing 

significant deficits today.  

Missed Opportunities to De-risk

The Need for Change
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Even a well-diversified portfolio is vulnerable to large losses. Based on our extensive 

experience of the capital markets, we have recently developed dynamic tools that 

adjust your asset allocation as market conditions change. Using these tools, we 

expect to rein in both volatility and extreme outcomes without giving up long-term 

return potential. As a result of back-testing our strategy, we expect to smooth the 

ride for investors (see below).

Dynamically Manages Market Risk

As the scheme’s funding improves, the need to take risk diminishes. A glide path 

which automatically moves your asset allocation from return-generating assets to 

liability-sensitive assets means you don’t miss the opportunity to de-risk.

Dynamic...

Backtested simulated portfolio volatility. Through 30 September 2009. *60% global equities 40% global bonds 
Source: Barclays Capital, MSCI and AllianceBernstein; see disclosures on the back cover.
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Benchmarks Your Investments Against Your Objectives
Working with your advisers, we build an investment benchmark for your scheme 

and use it to manage your assets and report on our performance.

Balances Your Scheme’s Risk and Return Needs
Our Capital Markets Engine projects the future behaviour of your investments and 

liabilities using 10,000 simulations. It allows you to “test-drive” your investment 

strategy in widely different economic and market conditions. And it allows us to 

determine what is likely to be the right balance for your portfolio, taking account of 

your capacity to cope with shortfalls and your desire to achieve fully funded status as 

quickly as possible.

Responds to a Changing World
Our Capital Markets Engine takes into account where markets are today, not just 

where they might be in typical conditions, helping your scheme cope robustly with 

the world we live in.

...Customised...

Return—Years to Become Fully FundedRisk—Likelihood of Significant Funding 
Shortfall in Three Years 
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Manages the Complexity for You
We allocate your investments between two portfolios: 

Liability-sensitive fund—which we invest to rise and fall in line with your liabilities.

Return-generating fund—which we invest in a diversified portfolio, either passively or 

actively managed, to provide returns in excess of your liabilities so as to progressively 

reduce the funding shortfall.

How it Works

...Simple

AllianceBernstein Pension Strategies

To find out more, contact Tim Banks on +44 (0)20 7959 4783  

or email Tim.Banks@alliancebernstein.com

Your Pension Promises + Your Funding Objectives = Our Benchmark

Your Assets + Your Risk Capacity = Our Investment Strategy

Dynamic Liability Risk Management

Safe
Assets

2011 2021 2031 2041 2051 2061 2071 2081

Dynamic Market Risk Management

Growth
Assets

Pension Payments

Return-Generating Fund

Liability-Sensitive Fund

Dynamic De-Risking Glide Path



The asset-allocation framework discussed in this presentation is a new strategy for which actual data are not 

yet available. The portfolios and their performance are hypothetical and do not represent the investment 

performance or the actual accounts of any investors. The securities in these hypothetical portfolios were 

selected with the full benefit of hindsight, after their performance over the period shown was known. The 

results achieved in our simulations do not guarantee future investment results.

This information is issued by AllianceBernstein Limited, 50 Berkeley Street, London W1J 8HA. 

AllianceBernstein Limited is authorised and regulated in the UK by the Financial Services Authority (the 

FSA). This information is directed at Professional Clients only, as defined by the FSA. This document is 

not an advertisement. It is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be an offer 

or solicitation, or the basis for any contract to purchase or sell any security or other instrument, or for 

AllianceBernstein to enter into or arrange any type of transaction as a consequence of any information 

contained herein. This information is not intended for public use.

50 Berkeley Street, London W1J 8HA

www.alliancebernstein.com


